Concept is Key
Developing Understanding and

Engagement in Mathematics
Wednesday 1 February 2017
Session time – afternoon into evening – 1.00pm – 5.30pm

Only £130* per person including lunch
The Training Centre, OLCHS, Fulwood, PRESTON
A course for teachers of mathematics who are looking for inspirational ideas for engaging
pupils in the mathematics classroom whilst raising aspirations and standards. Particularly
useful for NQTs and RQTs.






How to teach mathematics by developing confidence and understanding in key
concepts and embedding effective mathematics pedagogy in practice
Common misconceptions and how to avoid them
Mathematical memory and revision techniques
Seamless Assessment that helps pupil progress in their learning of mathematics
Broadening and deepening mathematics content knowledge
Mary Tuson is a Specialist Leader of Education for Mathematics. She has experience
of running training courses for trainee mathematics teachers, NQTs, RQTs, nonspecialist mathematics teachers, teaching assistants and subject leaders.
Her core belief in teaching mathematics is a desire to share her enthusiasm for the
subject. Mary developed her role as a presenter and trainer when she worked for
Lancashire Education Authority as a KS3 Mathematics Consultant.
On a national level, as an ‘Expert Subject Leader’ for the NCETM, Mary has been
involved in a national priority project in subject leadership, supporting other
mathematics subject leaders around the country.

“Over the years I have attended much CPD, and I rate this as outstanding. The course provided me

with inspiration, confidence and creative ideas for maths teaching. Few courses blend so well the
theoretical big questions about maths teaching, with practical activities to try with groups of
children. I felt prepared and knowledgeable about the current curriculum and assessment changes.
Thanks to Mary for the engaging and interesting delivery of the course!”

Cost: £130 per person including lunch and refreshments
*Cost - £115 per person for members of the Catholic Teaching Alliance.

To book: email training@olchs.lancs.sch.uk or call 01772 326931
Based at Our Lady’s Catholic High School, St Anthony’s Drive, Fulwood Preston PR2 3SQ

www.our-learning.org

See website for cancellation policy

